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PURPOSE. To test the hypothesis that acutely correcting a sustained presence of outer
retina free radicals measured in vivo in 24-month-old mice corrects their reduced visual
performance.

METHODS. Male C57BL/6J mice two and 24 months old were noninvasively evaluated for
unremitted production of paramagnetic free radicals based on whether 1/T1 in retinal
laminae are reduced after acute antioxidant administration (QUEnch-assiSTed [QUEST]
magnetic resonance imaging [MRI]). Superoxide production was measured in freshly
excised retina (lucigenin assay). Combining acute antioxidant administration with opti-
cal coherence tomography (i.e., QUEST OCT) tested for excessive free radical–induced
shrinkage of the subretinal space volume. Combining antioxidant administration with
optokinetic tracking tested for a contribution of uncontrolled free radical production to
cone-based visual performance declines.

RESULTS. At two months, antioxidants had no effect on 1/T1 in vivo in any retinal layer.
At 24 months, antioxidants reduced 1/T1 only in superior outer retina. No age-related
change in retinal superoxide production was measured ex vivo, suggesting that free
radical species other than superoxide contributed to the positive QUEST MRI signal at
24 months. Also, subretinal space volume did not show evidence for age-related shrink-
age and was unresponsive to antioxidants. Finally, visual performance declined with age
and was not restored by antioxidants that were effective per QUEST MRI.

CONCLUSIONS. An ongoing uncontrolled production of outer retina free radicals as
measured in vivo in 24 mo C57BL/6J mice appears to be insufficient to explain reductions
in visual performance.
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Physiological aging causes visual performance declines
by an unknown and so far untreatable mechanism(s).1

Diminished vision with age is important because it predicts
fall-based injuries and long-term survival in healthy adults;
it is also linked to sight-threatening age-related diseases
such as age-related macular degeneration.1–6 Intriguingly,
rod photoreceptors and retinal pigment epithelium (RPE)
are reported to be the initial targets affected by age.4,7–11

Notably, rod photoreceptors and RPE participate in cone
photoreceptor function via modulation of rod-cone gap junc-
tion coupling, control over light-adaptive dopamine release,
and regulation of subretinal space hydration.12–15 Thus, rod
photoreceptor and RPE appear to offer a reasonable plat-
form for noninvasive early testing for mechanisms that
underlie later retina-based declines in vision.

One commonly proposed mechanism for age-related
declines in vision and risk of sight-threating disease involves

oxidative stress.1,4,16–41 There are multiple classifications of
biomarkers related to oxidative stress.42 In this study, we
evaluate sustained presence of free radicals (i.e., a type zero
biomarker), an uncontroversial early event in the course of
oxidative stress.1,4,16–42 Sustained production of free radi-
cals can also suppress light-dark hydration changes in the
subretinal space that control the distribution of vision-critical
neuroprotective molecules such as the interphotoreceptor
binding protein; further, it can lead to declines in visual
performance.43–50 However, questions continue regarding
whether aged mice show ongoing and excessive production
of free radicals in their rods/RPE in vivo and, if so, whether
abnormally high levels of free radicals contributes to degra-
dation of vision.

In this study, we address these questions in
2 and 24 mo male C57BL/6J mice. Importantly, the
C57BL/6J mouse shows declines in visual performance
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after 18 month of age without loss of rod photoreceptors,
retinal ganglion cells, or interneurons.51–55 Mice were
studied using the following validated methods to examine
the contribution of unremitted production of free radi-
cals and its physiologic consequences. QUEnch-assiSTed
(QUEST) magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) measures
continuous production of paramagnetic free radicals in
retinal laminae in vivo on the basis of a decrease in
1/T1 after acute injection of antioxidants.40,41,56–58 In
the photoreceptor region of the retina, 1/T1 is strongly
biased toward rods because it is the dominant cell type
in that region.59 Combining acute antioxidant adminis-
tration with optical coherence tomography (i.e., QUEST
OCT) measures the impact of a constant presence of free
radicals on subretinal space thickness, based on whether
antioxidants correct an abnormally thin subretinal space
in light-adapted mice as measured by the external limit-
ing membrane–retinal pigment epithelium (ELM-RPE)
thickness.43 Combining antioxidant administration with
optokinetic tracking (i.e., QUEST OKT) provides a func-
tional assay of vision that is sensitive to unbalenced free
radical production based on whether antioxidants re-
establish normal cone-based visual performance.60 Results
from these noninvasive assays were compared to a “gold
standard” lucigenin assay that measures ex vivo production
of superoxide radicals in freshly excised retina, which is
biased toward rod cells, the most numerous cell in the
retina.40,41,61,62

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All mice were treated in accordance with the National
Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Labo-
ratory Animals, the Association for Research in Vision
and Ophthalmology Statement for the Use of Animals
in Ophthalmic and Vision Research, and with specific
authorization by the Wayne State University Division
of Laboratory Animal Resources Institutional Animal
and Care Use Committee. Two- and 24-month-old male
C57BL/6J mice were obtained from the National Institute
of Aging (https://www.nia.nih.gov/research/dab/aged-
rodent-colonies-handbook/eligibility-criteria-use-nia-aged-
rodent-colonies). They were housed and maintained in 12
hour/12 hour light-dark cycle laboratory lighting for at least
a week before study. Mice were humanely euthanized by
an overdose of urethane followed by a cervical disloca-
tion, as detailed in our Institutional Animal and Care Use
Committee–approved protocol.

The left eye was studied for QUEST MRI, QUEST OCT,
and superoxide levels, and both eyes for QUEST OKT. All
mice were maintained in darkness overnight. Two assays,
QUEST MRI and Lucigenin superoxide measurements, were
performed in dark-adapted mice, a condition in which free
radical production is high relative to that in the light.40,56,63

QUEST OCT was performed in mice adapted to five hours’
room light (∼ 300 lx) because excessive and sustained
production of free radicals produces a functional thinning of
the ELM-RPE in light-adapted mice but no change in dark-
adapted mice.43,64 Also, QUEST OKT was performed in light-
adapted mice to examine cone-based visual performance.
QUEST OCT examinations were performed in mice adap-
tation to room light for five hours to allow time for maxi-
mum outer retina thickness expansion.65 QUEST OKT was
performed in mice after at least 15 minutes of room light.41

Quest MRI

QUEST MRI is routinely performed in our laboratory and
previously described.40,41,56,66,67 High-resolution MRI data
(Fig. 1) were acquired on a 7T system (Bruker Clin-
Scan, Billerica, MA, USA) using a receive-only surface coil
(1.0 cm diameter) centered on the left eye. In all groups,
immediately before the MRI experiment, animals were
anesthetized with urethane (36% solution intraperitoneally;
0.083 mL/20 g animal weight, prepared fresh daily; Sigma–
Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and treated topically with 1%
atropine to ensure dilation of the iris followed by 3.5% lido-
caine gel to reduce eye motion. MRI data were acquired
using several single spin-echo sequences (time to echo
13 ms, 7 × 7 mm2, matrix size 160 × 320, slice thickness
600 μm). Images were acquired at different repetition times
(TR) in the following order (number per time between repe-
titions in parentheses): TR 0.15 seconds (6), 3.50 seconds
(1), 1.00 seconds (2), 1.90 seconds (1), 0.35 seconds (4),
2.70 seconds (1), 0.25 seconds (5), and 0.50 seconds (3).
To compensate for reduced signal/noise ratios at shorter
TRs, progressively more images were collected as the TR
decreased. The present resolution in the central retina is
sufficient for extracting meaningful layer-specific anatomic
and functional data, as previously demonstrated.51,64,68

Antioxidant-injected mice were given 1 mg/kg methylene
blue (intraperitoneally, dissolved in saline solution) 24 hours
before study and 50 mg/kg α-lipoic acid (intraperitoneally,
dissolved in saline and pH adjusted to ∼7.4) one hour before
study. There is a body of work showing the effectiveness of
this methylene blue + α-lipoic acid combination in suppress-
ing the production of free radicals in vivo.40,41,56,66 Control
mice were given two saline solution injections rather than
methylene blue and α-lipoic acid.

MRI Data Analysis

As previously described for QUEST MRI data, each T1 data
set of 23 images was first processed by registering (rigid
body; STACKREG plugin, ImageJ, Rasband, W.S., ImageJ;
U. S. National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA;
https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/, 1997–2016) and then averaging
images with the same TRs to generate a stack of eight
images.40,41,56,66 These averaged images were then regis-
tered (rigid body) across TRs. QUEST data were corrected
for imperfect slice profile bias in the estimate of T1, as
previously described [Chapter 18 in reference 69]. Briefly,
by normalizing to the shorter TR, some of the bias can be
reduced, giving a more precise estimate for T1. To achieve
this normalization, we first applied a 3 × 3 Gaussian smooth-
ing (performed three times) on only the TR 150 ms image
to minimize noise and emphasize signal. The smoothed TR
150 ms image was then divided into the rest of the images
in that T1 data set. Previously, we reported that this proce-
dure helps to minimize day-to-day variation in the 1/T1
profile previously noted and obviated the need for a “vanilla
control” group used previously for correcting for day-to-
day variations.40,70 The 1/T1 maps were calculated using the
seven normalized images via fitting to a three-parameter T1
equation (y = a + b − (exp(−c − TR)), where a, b, and
c are fitted parameters) on a pixel-by-pixel basis using R
(v.2.9.0, R Development Core Team [2009], R: A language
and environment for statistical computing, R Foundation
for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria. ISBN 3–900051–
07–0) scripts developed in-house, and the minpack.lm
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FIGURE 1. MRI and OCT image analysis regions-of-interest: (A) Representative MRI of 2 and 24 mo mouse eyes showing age-related
globe growth and retinal thinning; superior side is indicated. No evidence for cataract is noted. (B) Representative flattened retina from
inferior to superior ciliary bodies (blue lines). Inferior and superior measurement regions-of-interests for MRI data are shown in white boxes.
(C) Representative OCT for spatial comparison to MRI in B). (D) Representative OCT (± 350–630 μm [white box shown on inferior hemiretina,
for example]); other laminae measured are also shown bracketed by red and blue lines chosen for visual appreciation. WR, whole retina;
INL+OPL, inner nuclear layer + outer plexiform layer.

package (v.1.1.1, Timur V. Elzhov and Katharine M. Mullen
minpack.lm: R interface to the Levenberg-Marquardt nonlin-
ear least-squares algorithm found in MINPACK. R package
version 1.1–1).

In each mouse, whole retinal thicknesses (μm) were
objectively determined using the “half-height method”
wherein a border is determined via a computer algorithm
on the basis of the crossing point at the midpoint between
the local minimum and maximum, as detailed elsewhere.71,72

The distance between two neighboring crossing-points thus
represents an objectively defined retinal thickness. The 1/T1
profiles in each mouse were then normalized with 0% depth
at the presumptive vitreoretinal border and 100% depth at
the presumptive retina-choroid border.

We separately analyzed superior and inferior profiles
from ± 400 to 2000 μm from the optic nerve head (ONH)
generated for each animal group (Fig. 1). Excessive and asyn-
chronous production of paramagnetic free radicals in reti-
nal laminae is measured based on a reduction in 1/T1 with
methylene blue + α-lipoic acid (i.e., a positive QUEST MRI
response).67

Retinal Superoxide Production

Superoxide production was measured chemically using a
standard and well-validated lucigenin assay (Sigma-Aldrich,

St. Louis, MO, USA) and freshly excised retina, as previously
described.40,73 The interaction of Lucigenin and superox-
ide anion produces a chemiluminescence intensity linearly
related to superoxide radical concentration.74–76 Lucigenin
measurements were performed in subgroups of mice main-
tained in darkness for at least 16 hours. The following day,
eyes were removed in the dark, under a dim red light, and
retinas were removed under a light dissecting microscope.

Quest OCT

In separate experiments, two- and 24-month-old C57BL/6J
mice given saline solution or antioxidants were studied
using QUEST OCT.43 Age-matched C57BL/6 mice dark-
adapted overnight and room light-adapted (∼300 lx) for five
hours the following day, no injections beyond anesthesia.
In all groups, OCT (Envisu R2200 VHR SDOIS) was used
to measure retinal layer spacing in central retina (Fig. 1)
in vivo; note that OCT and MRI interrogate regions with
limited spatial overlap (Fig. 1). Mice were anesthetized with
urethane (36% solution intraperitoneally; 0.083 mL/20 g
animal weight, prepared fresh weekly; Sigma-Aldrich). One
percent atropine sulfate was used to dilate the iris, and
Systane Ultra was used to lubricate the eyes. Vertical B
scan OCT was used in two ways. The first use is to iden-
tify retinal layers that contribute to the superior-inferior MRI
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profile data since aligning the vitreous-retina (0% depth) and
retina-choroid (100% depth) borders of OCT and MRI images
reasonably matches structure with function.77 Second, sepa-
rate groups of mice were studied in which the optic nerve is
positioned to interrogate central superior, and inferior retina
(±350–630 μm, Fig. 1). The retinal thicknesses in three layers
(i.e., inner nuclear layer + outer plexiform layer [INL+OPL];
outer nuclear layer [ONL]; ELM-RPE) were measured using
in-house developed R scripts that objectively identify layer
boundaries after searching the space indicated by a hand-
drawn estimate (“seed boundaries”) (Fig. 1).

Quest OKT

QUEST OKT was performed in separate experiments.41

Control and antioxidant groups were dark-adapted
overnight and light-adapted for between 15 minutes and
three hours the following day; initial studies did not find any
differences in OKT responses with different light-adaptation
times (data not shown). For all groups, two cone-based
visual performance metrics were evaluated in awake and
freely moving mice using optokinetic tracking: spatial
frequency thresholds (SFTs, “acuity”, in cycles/degree) and
contrast sensitivity (CS, measured near the peak of the
nominal curve [0.06 cycles/degree.78], inverse Michelson
contrast [unitless]) (OptoMotry; CerebralMechanics Inc,
Alberta, Canada). In brief, a vertical sine wave grating is
projected as a virtual cylinder in three-dimensional coordi-
nate space on computer monitors arranged in a quadrangle
around a testing arena. Unrestrained mice (as described
above) are placed on an elevated platform at the center
of the arena. An experimenter observed a video image of
the platform from above to view the animal and follow the
position of its head with the aid of a computer mouse and a
crosshair continually placed on the mouse head as it moves.
The X-Y positional coordinates of the crosshair are centered
on the hub of the virtual cylinder, enabling its wall to be
maintained at a constant “distance” from the animal’s eyes,
and thereby fixing the spatial frequency of the stimulus
at the animal’s viewing position. When the cylinder was
rotated in the clockwise or counter-clockwise direction and
the animal followed with head and neck movements that
tracked the rotation, it was judged whether the animal’s
visual system could distinguish the grating. Clockwise
and counterclockwise tracking provide a measure of left
and right eye SFT and CS.79 Each set of SFT and peak of
CS measurements per mouse can reliably be obtained in
30 minutes. We did not measure rod-based visual perfor-
mance OKT metrics because they are considerably smaller
than cone-based OKT indices making them less sensitive to
change.80

Statistical Analysis

Data are presented as mean and 95% confidence intervals
(CI). A significance level of 0.05 was used for all tests. We
used generalized linear mixed models with the Kenward-
Roger method for calculating degrees of freedom in SAS 9.4
(SAS software, Cary, NC, USA) to analyze all measurements
(1/T1, lucigenin, OCT layer thickness, and OKT) because
all had multiple measurements for each mouse. 1/T1 is
measured along retina depth, resulting in an MRI profile.
Likewise, OCT layer thickness is measured along the retina,
resulting in a layer thickness profile. For both types of
outcomes, we used a linear mixed model with restricted

cubic splines to model and compare mouse-specific profiles
between groups fit using Proc Mixed in SAS. The number
of “windows” (i.e., “knots”) with a relationship between
outcome (1/T1 or layer thickness) and retina depth/distance
from ONH was initially evaluated separately for each group
for any given analysis, and the Akaike and Schwarz Bayesian
information criteria were used to identify the model with
the fewest knots needed to model all groups. Random coef-
ficients for the intercept, side, location-specific coefficients
(cubic spline coefficients), and two-way interactions among
these effects with mouse nested within age and anti-oxidant
treatment were also evaluated using Akaike and Schwarz
Bayesian information criteria. Given the random spline coef-
ficients included in all models, we used an unstructured
covariance matrix for the random coefficients to account for
associations in spline coefficients because of subject-specific
profiles.

The final model for 1/T1 used five knots and included
random coefficients for the intercept, side, all depth coef-
ficients, and all depth by side interactions. The model
included the fixed effects of age, antioxidant treatment, side
of the ONL, location-specific values for the cubic splines, and
four-way interactions among the main effects. The four-way
interaction of age, antioxidant treatment, side, and depth
was significant (P = 0.0080), indicating that MRI profiles
depended on the specific combination of age, treatment, and
side. Mean profiles and comparisons of the mean profiles
were generated using linear contrasts.

We used a similar modeling strategy for OCT layer thick-
nesses. The four-way interaction of age, antioxidant treat-
ment, side, and distance from the ONH was significant for
all three layers (P < .0001). Because the main focus for OCT
thickness was on mean thickness across the entire retina,
we used linear contrasts to estimate and compare the means
averaged over the 350.0 to 624.4 distances. We used this
approach to evaluate the effects of age, antioxidant treat-
ment, side, and all interactions on the means averaged over
distance. The final model for all layers included random
coefficients for side, the sixth spline coefficient for distance
from the ONH, and the interaction of side and the sixth
spline coefficient. The final model for ELM-RPE, ONL, and
INL thickness used eight, eight, and nine knots, respectively.

For the lucigenin assay, superoxide levels were first
normalized by dividing by protein concentrations, and then
the normalized superoxide levels were log-transformed for
analysis using a linear mixed model. The model was fit using
Proc Mixed in SAS and included the fixed effect of age and
random intercepts for mouse nested within age, day, and for
batch nested within day.

For OKT, SFT and contrast sensitivity were analyzed simi-
larly, but assuming different data distributions. We assumed
SFT was normally distributed, and we used a gamma-link
in a generalized linear mixed model for contrast sensitiv-
ity. For both measurements, the model included the fixed
effect of group (two months, 24 months saline solution, and
24 months antioxidant), and a random intercept for mouse
nested within group. The models were fit using Proc Glim-
mix in SAS.

RESULTS

Quest MRI

Compared to saline solution–injected controls, the methy-
lene blue + α-lipoic acid combination had no significant
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FIGURE 2. QUEST MRI showing age-related sustained and excessive production of free radicals localized to superior retina: Modeled 1/T1
profiles of dark-adapted (A, B) two-month-old and (C,D) 24-month-old dark-adapted mice given either saline solution (n = 6, two-month-old
mice; n = 5, 24-month-old mice; black line) or methylene blue + α-lipoic acid antioxidants (n = 7, two-month-old mice; n = 6, 24-month-
old mice; red line) measured from 400 to 2000 inferior and superior hemiretina (example of length of region-of-interest shown by white
box). Representative OCT images from each group are also shown at the top of each graph to indicate laminae locations. Only significant
(horizontal black bar) antioxidant reduction in 1/T1 indicative of the constant presence of free radicals. Each profile has a solid line indicating
the mean and a shaded region indicating 95% CI.

transretinal impact on 1/T1 of either inferior or superior
hemiretina in the two-month group (Fig. 2). On the other
hand, in the 24-month group, this antioxidant cocktail signif-
icantly (P< 0.05) reduced outer retina 1/T1 but only in supe-
rior and not inferior hemiretina (Fig. 2).

Lucigenin

Superoxide production in excised retina showed no signif-
icant difference between two-month-old mice (mean 235.9;
95% CI, 179.6–310.2) and 24-month-old mice (mean 218.1;
95% CI, 166.1–286.5).

Quest OCT

Retinal thinning with age-related globe growth can be visu-
ally appreciated in Figure 1 on MRI examination but did not
occur uniformly across layers as measured by OCT (Fig. 3).
ELM-RPE was thicker in 24-month-old mice (Figs. 3C, 3I)
and showed no significant change after acute injection of
antioxidants (Fig. 3F) that were effective in QUEST MRI.
In contrast, INL and ONL show thinning with age (Figs.
3A, 3B), and the thinning differed by side. The age effect
in INL was statistically significant only on the inferior side
(Fig. 3G), and ONL showed greater thinning on the superior
side (Fig. 3H). Neither ONL nor INL showed a significant
change with antioxidant treatment (Figs. 3D, 3E).

Quest OKT

Older mice had lower cone-based acuity and contrast sensi-
tivity than younger mice (P < 0.05). The acute antioxidant
protocol that was effective for quenching sustained free radi-
cal production as measured by QUEST MRI (Fig. 2) was not
effective against age-related declines in vision (Fig. 4).

DISCUSSION

In this study, aged C57BL/6J mice are shown for the first
time to exhibit unremitted production of free radicals in
the outer retina in vivo as measured by QUEST MRI. This
age-related phenomenon exhibited a vertical axis asym-
metry that mirrored the reported inferior-superior topol-
ogy of antioxidant ability in younger mice.81,82 Interest-
ingly, as humans age, lipofuscin content (a type 1 biomarker
of oxidative stress42) develops relatively more quickly in
superior retina compared to superior retina, and multifo-
cal ERG responses are relatively better preserved in infe-
rior retina.83–86 We and others have shown that combining
antioxidants with photopic OKT allows for the detection
of continuous production of retinal free radicals.38,39,41,87–89

However, as shown herein, administration of antioxidants
that are effective per QUEST MRI were ineffective against
the declines in vision as measured by QUEST OKT. In addi-
tion, QUEST OCT and a Lucigenin assay were both negative
for a sustained presence of free radicals. Thus we find little
evidence to implicate ongoing uncontrolled production of
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FIGURE 3. Distinct age-related changes in retinal laminae thickness as measured from OCT images (± 350–630 mm from the optic nerve
head) are unrelated to sustained and excessive production of free radicals: (A, B, C) Model-based estimates of age differences in thickness
for the inner nuclear layer + outer plexiform layer (INL+OPL), ONL, and ELM-RPE region. Each dot represents a single mouse datum
for the saline solution–treated (orange) and antioxidant-treated (blue) groups used to generate the average values presented in the bar
graph. (D, E, F) Model-based estimates of antioxidant effects on thickness values for the same three layers. (G, H, I) show age differences
between inferior and superior retina for each layer. Sample sizes for the four groups of mice are as follows: n = 7, two months old, saline
solution; n = 6, two months old, antioxidant; n = 4, 24 months old, saline solution; n = 4, 24 months old, antioxidant. Each dot represents a
single mouse datum for the two-month-old (orange) and 24-month-old (blue) groups used to generate the average values presented in the
bar graph. Significant thickness differences are indicated by the horizontal black bar; the star indicates differences from zero. Error bars:
95% CI.

outer retina free radicals in vivo in 24-month-old C57BL/6J
mice in reductions in visual performance.

Importantly, the biophysical sensitivity of QUEST MRI to
sustained superoxide production has been demonstrated in
phantoms of the xanthine/xanthine oxidase reaction or in
solutions of KO2.58,90 In mice, the noninvasive free radical
readout of QUEST MRI under physiologic conditions has
also been validated against gold-standard ex vivo assays
during dark and light adaptation of (i) rods and (ii) cones,
and (iii) in postnatal day seven mice that have anatomical
but not yet functioning rods.40,56 Finally, the accuracy of
QUEST MRI as a type zero biomarker of oxidative stress
has been confirmed to be a reliable measure of ongoing
production of free radicals in excess of antioxidant defenses
in the retina in several mouse models including (i) after
the RPE-toxin sodium iodate, (ii) in RPE-specific MnSOD
knockout mice, (iii) in diabetes, (iv) in phosphodiesterase
6b knockout mice, and (v) after pharmaceutical inhibition of
phosphodiesterase 6.40–42,50,56,61 Conventional markers (e.g.,
type one biomarkers42) are measured from excised tissue
and measure downstream consequences of excessive free
radical production, such as lipid peroxides, or oxidative
damage to DNA (oxoguanosine); these type one biomark-
ers can be confounded by variable/unreported postmortem
intervals.61,91,92 The antioxidant combination used herein
is based on its effectiveness in the above studies and was
indeed demonstrated to be effective in vivo as measured
by QUEST MRI (Fig. 2).40,41,50,56,61 It is likely, however, that

other antioxidants will also be effective in vivo, although
those studies remain to be done. On the basis of the above
body of work and considerations, QUEST MRI is an accurate,
stand-alone in vivo assay for addressing questions regard-
ing the continuous and excessive production of free radicals
in vivo.

We were somewhat surprised by the apparent lack of
agreement between QUEST MRI and QUEST OCT and Luci-
genin. One possible reason for these different outcomes is
that QUEST MRI reports on the continuous production of
all free radical species during data collection. In contrast,
Lucigenin is a assay specific for superoxide free radical
content. QUEST OCT may be less sensitive to excessive
production of free radical species other than superoxide
but this idea is so far untested. These considerations raise
the possibility that the free radical species that contribute
to the positive QUEST MRI results was not superoxide but
other reactive oxygen species, such as H2O2 or hydroxyl
free radical. In support for this hypothesis, we note that
aged C57BL/6J accumulate iron in their RPE, a condition
associated with H2O2/hydroxyl-evoked production of free
radicals.10 Free radical production localized to just RPE can
produce extensive and sustained production of free radi-
cals in the rest of the outer retina.56 Rod outer segments
are reported to show an ectopic oxidative phosphorylation
pathway and ex vivo studies have shown that this system can
produce reactive oxygen intermediates, although it is uncer-
tain whether production of a particular free radical species
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FIGURE 4. Visual performance declines in 24-month-old mice are unaffected by antioxidants. (A, B) Age and (C, D) antioxidant effects on
SFT (cycles/degree; i.e., acuity) and presumptive peak of contrast sensitivity curve from two- and 24-month-old mice (n = 4, two months
old, saline solution; n = 6, 24 months old, saline solution; n = 7, 24 months old, antioxidant). Each dot represents a single mouse datum
used to generate the average values presented in the bar graph. Error bars: CI. Black horizontal bar: P ≤ 0.05.

dominates.93,94 Also, it is unclear whether the topology of
RPE or ectopic sources of free radicals mirror the inferior
and superior retina differences in production of free radi-
cals that are measured in 24-month-old mice (Fig. 2). More
work is needed to understand the spatiotemporal evolution
of non-superoxide free radicals in two- and 24-month-old
C57BL/6J mice.

Age-related visual performance decline is also thought to
arise from rod photoreceptor death during “healthy” aging,
a possible downstream consequence of a constant presence
of free radicals.11,95–97 Aging C57BL/6J mice show outer
nuclear layer thinning with age (Fig. 3B), although this thin-
ning does not appear to be due to rod death. For example,
a significant rod-dominated ONL thinning was not associ-
ated with significant ELM-RPE thinning in this study, which
might be expected if a sufficiently large number of rods
were degenerating. These data support results in the liter-
ature that C57BL/6J mice maintain a constant number of
photoreceptors, retinal ganglion cells, and interneurons as
they age with the retina expanding as the globe matures thus
maintaining retinal volume; rhodopsin levels (a biomarker
of rod content) appear constant up to 17 months of age.53,98

In addition, we note that in rats, retinal volume remained
steady with age.96,99 In older humans, rod density declines
without a reduction in rhodopsin content, which would be
predicted to occur from loss of rods, the most numerous cell
in the retina.11,100 In short, there is little evidence to support
the occurrence of rod photoreceptor death during healthy
aging of C57BL/6J mice.

So what could be responsible for the age-related ONL
thinning? We considered three possibilities. First, ONL thin-

ning is linked to an increase in the size of the eye with age,
which can be visually appreciated in Figure 1.53 Yet, globe
growth per se is expected to affect both INL and ONL to
similar degrees. This prediction, however, was not borne
out by the present data in Figure 3 suggesting the contri-
bution of other factors. Second, the observed ONL thinning
was due to cone death.101 One subpopulation of cone cells
in peripheral inferior retina has been reported to selectively
undergo death by 12 months of age in C57Bl/6J mice.101

However, cones make up only ∼3% of the total photore-
ceptor population in the mouse and so the reported local-
ized loss of a fraction of 3% does not seem to account for
the panretinal ONL thinning in central retina in Figure 3.59

Furthermore, the reported cone loss at 12 months does not
appear to be physiologically meaningful because cone-based
visual performance is maintained in C57BL/6J mice until 18
months.51,52,89,102

A third possibility for ONL thinning involves age-related
accumulation of activated microglia within the subretinal
space.30,103 If microglia density in the subretinal space
becomes high enough it might mechanically compress the
ONL causing thinning.103 It is unknown whether such thin-
ning per se is linked with diminished vision with age. We
also note that the secretory ability of activated microglia is
controlled by different L-type calcium channels (LTCC; e.g.,
Cav1.2 and Cav1.3) and that it has been reported that an
increase in LTCC activity in the outer retina of aging rats
(as measured by manganese-enhanced MRI) is predictive
of reduced vision with age; the role of a particular Cav1.*
LTCC in C57BL/6J mice is less studied.96,104,105 It is unclear
whether the increased LTCC activity with age is a causative
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factor for vision declines with age or an indirect biomarker
of subretinal space microglia/outer nuclear layer thinning.
More work is needed to unravel these notions.

This study had three major limitations. First, only male
mice were studied, and sex is an important biological vari-
able that was not considered. Similar studies are needed
in female mice. Second, the design was cross-sectional.
However, the results for each assay were derived from two
or more separate groups of mice and good reproducibility
(i.e., low data scatter, see Figures) was noted within groups.
Third, we did not start giving antioxidants before visual
performance declines (i.e., before 18 months), so the present
data do not address the question of whether sustained free
radical presence (either in the retina or in postretinal path-
ways) played an early causative role.51 More work is needed
to test this notion. In summary, first-in-kind evidence in vivo
does not support the hypothesis that ongoing uncontrolled
production of outer retina free radicals in vivo causes reduc-
tions in visual performance in 24-month-old C57BL/6J mice.
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